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Coming into Presence: Discovering the Ethics and Aesthetics of Performing Oral 

Histories within the Montreal Life Stories Project 

by Nisha Sajnani 

On February 7, 2010, the Living Histories Ensemble (LHE), part of the larger 

project Life Stories of Montrealers Displaced by Genocide, War, and Other Human 

Rights Violations, held a Playback Theatre performance entitled Responding to Haiti. As 

the ‘Conductor’ (facilitator) for this performance of the LHE, I understood its purpose to 

be about creating a space in which we, as Montrealers, could commune in a discovery of 

our differing histories, memories, and proximity to the 7.0 earthquake that displaced 

families, along with centers of government, education, and culture, in southern Haiti on 

January 12, 2010. The performance generated contradictory responses among audience 

members and performers, echoing tensions that I believe have been present in the work of 

the Living Histories Ensemble and within the larger Montreal Life Stories project.  

These tensions concern the representation and reception of “private” stories 

within public spaces, the question of whose stories are privileged, and the problem of 

archiving context specific, spontaneous experience. I will highlight a few moments from 

performance encounters with various communities over the past four years that have 

brought these tensions to light—experiences that helped to clarify some of the aesthetic 

possibilities and ethical responsibilities associated with performing oral histories.  

 

The Montreal Life Stories Project 

The Montreal Life Stories project is a five-year multidisciplinary research 

initiative funded by the Social Science and Humanities Research Council of Canada 
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(SSHRC) under the Community-University Research Alliance (CURA) program. The 

project’s objectives include archiving 500 interviews with Montreal residents who have 

been displaced by mass violence, including young refugees and survivors (and their 

descendants) of the Holocaust, the Rwandan and Cambodian genocides, and the political 

violence in Haiti and South Asia. The project’s collaborators “hope that the act of 

listening intently to how these survivors speak their memories […] might contribute to 

the preservation of historical memory in Canada by raising questions about the long-term 

repercussions of crimes against humanity” (Montreal Life Stories Project).  

The project is divided into seven working groups, including one committed to 

exploring the relationship between oral history and performance (OHP). As the Life 

Stories website states, the OHP group investigates how the interviews collected “can be 

used as the basis for performance in theatre, dance, music, installation, radio and video 

and the ways in which creative work can be used to bring out and link the cross-cultural 

similarities and differences in stories of human rights violation and trauma.”  

 

The Living Histories Ensemble 

The Living Histories Ensemble emerged from a partnership between Creative 

Alternatives2—a network of artists, activists, researchers, teachers, and therapists who 

play at the nexus of improvisation, creativity, and interdependence—and the Montreal 

Life Stories project. Over the past four years, members of the LHE have included Joliane 

Allaire, Florise Boyard, Emily Burkes-Nossiter, Catherine Dajczman, Bernard Fontbuté, 

Paul Gareau, Margarita Guitterez, Dramane Kobe, Warren Linds, Lucy Lu, Sergio 

Mendez, Laura Mora, Lisa Ndejuru, Chu Lynne Ng, Mira Rozenberg, Nisha Sajnani, 
                                                
2 www.creativealternatives.co 
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Deborah Simon, and Alan Wong. The goal of LHE has been to facilitate collective 

storytelling and inquiry within communities that share historical legacies or current 

experiences of displacement. Towards this end, we draw on Playback Theatre (PT), 

which originated with Jonathan Fox and Jo Salas in 1975 (Fox Acts) and is entwined with 

practices drawn from the Augusto Boal’s Theatre of the Oppressed (TO) and 

Developmental Transformations developed by David Read Johnson (2009).  

Playback Theatre is rooted in oral history and performance (Fox Acts). Through 

simultaneous dramaturgy, the oral histories of audience members are immediately 

translated into performance by a group of people trained in the ritual and aesthetics of the 

PT form. The LHE has been particularly interested in situating PT as a form of generative 

arts-based research involving aspects of narrative and embodied, performative inquiry 

(Leavy) and as an approach to deep listening and dialogue. Over the course of a 

performance, the free association of narrative responding to narrative becomes a subtle 

dialectical process that reveals what we refer to in playback terminology as the “red 

thread”4 of the collective.  

Since this project began in 2007, LHE has performed amongst, with, and for a 

group of child survivors who are also educators at the Montreal Holocaust Memorial 

Center; AGIR, which is a group composed of recent refugees and immigrants, alongside 

Montrealers with legal status who have been persecuted as a result of their sexual 

orientation and/or gender identity; a mixed group of Montrealers as well as another group 

of Haitian-Canadian youth workers whose families and communities were severely 

affected by the earthquake in Haiti; the Rwandan-Canadian community as part of the 

                                                
4 The red thread is a term that is used in PT to describe the conversation that takes place  
  between audience members through their stories (Fox, 1994, 1999; Hoesch, 1999). 
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2011 commemoration of the 1994 genocide; an intergenerational audience of 

Cambodian-Canadian scholars, artists, and family members; and mixed assemblies of 

university and community researchers affiliated with the Montreal Life Stories project.  

 

One Red Thread among Many  

Several encounters over the course of this project have scratched at our assumptions and 

required us to evolve new aesthetic practices and ethical guidelines. What follows is a 

selection of what we’ve learned, interspersed with the insights of others associated with 

the Montreal Life Stories project. This is my accounting of the red thread of our work 

together thus far, and, as we exist and work as a collective, it is but one red thread among 

many.  

 

Finding the Question 

Our multi-generational ensemble is intentionally diverse in ethnicity, language, 

gender, and sexual orientation. Each of us carries our own historical legacy and 

experiences of negotiating displacement and belonging, and each has ties to the 

communities within which we perform. I emphasize this because we regularly draw upon 

our histories to locate ourselves as “insiders” to the experiences of our audiences. As 

Nick Rowe has noted, our assumptions and biases inform every choice we make as actors 

in another’s story. Yet, in the traditional Playback form, the actor’s associations are 

seldom revealed. The Conductor, Actors, and Musician presume a kind of neutrality, 

stepping forward to fill in the space that lingers after a “telling” with images intended to 

reflect another’s experience. The overall effect is usually one of deep, empathic listening. 

However, this ritual can also make it tricky to avoid culturally reductive representations 
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of the Other and also runs the risk of oversimplifying or foreclosing the complexity of 

another’s experience (Sajnani, et al. “Turning”; Sajnani and Johnson).  

Inspired by the project’s emphasis on shared authority (Frisch), we began to 

experiment with permeating the boundary between the actors and the audience towards a 

greater sense of mutuality. We became more intentional about our approach to 

community engagement. When we were invited to perform for an organization—often 

because someone had seen a performance or heard about our work—I along with  

other LHE members would meet with the organization beforehand. We did this to get a 

sense of what they hoped for in creating a forum for collective story sharing and 

performance, and to determine what questions they wanted us to begin with.  

For example, when preparing for the performance with the Montreal Holocaust 

Memorial Center (MHMC), we met with Paula Bultz and Sidney Zoltak, self-identified 

child survivors and educators, as well as with two staff. They decided that it was 

important to focus on the experience of being an educator—for two reasons. First, this 

was a topic seldom spoken about, and second, we know that PT is best suited to 

experiences that emerge in the moment: asking the audience about their experiences of 

the Holocaust directly would bring forth long, tightly packaged, narratives that were less 

conducive to the improvisational nature of our performance.  

Finding the question has become a very important part of our process, as this first 

question to the audience influences the direction and unfolding of our collective inquiry. 

The stories told at the performance at the MHMC revealed that child survivors and 

educators live in a tension: they want to tell their stories so that future generations will 

know what transpired and work towards creating a culture of dignity and respect, and yet 
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they also feel vulnerable, teary, and often exhausted with each telling. One man, Sam 

Shriver, spoke about how he needed to create a new word, “unbeclumecable,” to 

represent those things he did not have words for when educating others about what he 

had lived through. Several also indicated that the identity of “survivor” or “child 

survivor” gives them a certain credibility and currency, that they argue over who has the 

right to claim these titles, but that it also limits how they become known to others. As 

Sidney put it, “one time, no one wanted to hear about what we went through […] and 

now, that’s all they want to hear.” Their identities as survivors were, in Ken Gergen’s 

words, ‘saturated’ and did not leave room for other experiences and encounters (xiv). 

Sidney inhabited this role of the ‘survivor-educator’ yet simultaneously called it, and its 

commodification, into question.  

 

Displacing “Displacement” 

The Montreal Life Stories project makes several assumptions: that those who 

have experienced genocide, war, and human rights violations may have also experienced 

displacement, and that these stories of displacement need to be archived. Yet, in almost 

every performance, we have heard people repeat what Sidney reminded us of: People are 

not their trauma. To only interpellate people only as “displaced,” “traumatized,” or 

“survivors” limits the fullness of who they have been, who they are, and who and where 

they might imagine themselves to be in the future. It is perhaps for this reason that the 

project has emphasized the need to shift from recording testimonies to gathering more 

nuanced life histories:  

Too often, oral history interviews with survivors begin and end with the violence. 
This may tell us a great deal about what happened, but little about its long-term 
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impact on the people interviewed. The longue durée of the life lived, with the 
requisite attention to the “before” and the “after,” provides a different context in 
which to explore the far-reaching impact of mass violence. (High and Little)  
 

As one Iranian-Canadian man told us during a performance for a conference on oral 

history, new media, and the arts (Montreal, November 2009), he did not want to see us 

only play back the heavy tragedy in his story but his humor and laughter—for this is what 

gave him the strength to endure.  

Conversely, it might also be interesting to consider a Life Stories project in which 

we archive stories of Montrealers who have displaced others during times of war or 

committed human rights violations. I began thinking about this question in a conversation 

with Sandeep Baghwati, a multimedia artist-scholar also involved with the Life Stories 

project. We discussed the importance of understanding that survival usually involves acts 

of complicity and perpetration. These stories often remain off the record and their silence 

maintains a deep anxiety that plays out in several ways, including in the work of LHE. 

LHE member Laura Mora recently stated, “I always had a family and a safe home and 

did not live any major trauma in my life […] I question if I have a right to be on this 

stage […] If I have been displaced.”  

Laura’s question speaks to a very important dilemma. By locating our work in the 

gaps, investing in archiving and staging traumatic memory, do we risk creating imaginary 

and opposing territories of the placed and the displaced? Do we, perhaps more urgently, 

deepen the divide between the two? Does our overall goal to archive the experiences of 

“Montrealers who have been displaced” create a boundary around suffering as something 

exceptional and risk what Julie Salverson  has referred to as the “erotics of injury”? Or 
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will it permit proximity, intimacy, and relationship towards what Edward Little refers to 

as a “culture of never again.”  

 

Entertaining Anxiety 

This project creates anxiety. Our performances create uneasiness. Sometimes this 

anxiety and uneasiness is productive and tolerable and sometimes it is less so. When I am 

in the role of the Conductor, I have observed this anxiety expressed as silence, hesitation, 

frustration, fusion, voyeurism, humor, sadness, presence, and paralysis. I have noticed 

similar responses amongst audiences, actors, and musicians. LHE’s musician, Paul 

Gareau, and actor, Warren Linds, reflect on their experiences:  

Paul: As a musician, I try to deepen the affect and deepen the emotion in a 
playback performance […] so that what is happening on stage is also found in 
your heart. When I played at the Rwandan performance—I played … and I 
couldn’t. I felt stuck. I felt like I was re-traumatizing the audience and re-
traumatizing myself. It was like a kind of paralysis. Each note I played … I hit my 
fists on the instruments. I was stuck. It was the most frightening thing I ever 
experienced.  

 

Warren: At the Holocaust center, we began with introducing ourselves and our 
connections to the theme and I found myself falling into a pit of my own 
childhood memories of my reactions to the stories of the Holocaust while growing 
up in a Jewish family in Saskatchewan, Canada. I found it difficult to get out of 
there and listen to the stories. It took time. I had to breath…and find myself 
present again.   

 

Anxiety is not uncommon or extraordinary. It is a necessary barometer of 

discomfort that can provide warning against a real or perceived threat. However, anxiety 

that negatively interferes with a person’s beliefs, thoughts, actions, sense of agency, and 

relationships over time is often a sign of significant past harm (Foa et al). The severity of 

the impacts of collective trauma will differ depending on the age at which the event(s) 
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occurs, its duration, the relationship with perpetrators, the presence of prior trauma, and 

the absence or presence of social supports prior, during, and after the event(s) (Lubin, and 

Johnson). Fundamentally, trauma is relational in that it always involves the failure of a 

relationship of some kind and interferes with a person’s sense of safety and trust, often 

resulting in an experience of alienation. Edward Wimberly writes about this phenomenon 

as the experience of being a “relational refugee”(16). Reminders of past harm can feel 

like real harm and can call up a desire to protect oneself. These acts of self-preservation 

seem to occur along a continuum of presence and absence, like Warren’s feeling of 

disappearing or Paul’s of paralysis.  

As actors, our response to anxiety and the distress we hear in the stories shared by 

audience members can sometimes call up the desire to playback what we assume might 

be an “ideal” or emotionally tolerable response. This happened during the Rwandan 

commemoration performance. Lisa Ndejuru remembers  

a girl who cried in that performance … she was telling the story of a broken 
promise … of her mother’s broken promise to her. Her mother had taken her to a 
safe place and promised that she would be back and she never came back … and 
we played something completely different. And people really loved it. I was 
surprised. I thought we needed to play the broken promise…and in the end, that’s 
not what happened.  

 

We played back a scene in which daughter and mother were united in spirit even though 

the mother never returned. In one way, this was a betrayal of the form, as we “should” 

have played back the lingering grief expressed by the teller over having lost her mother. 

Did our own fears and wishes in that moment override our capacities to hear the deep 

fissures in her story and prevent us representing this image? Probably. Yet, as Lisa 
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indicated, the audience expressed that they wanted to see more of what we represented—

images of coherence in the face of incomprehensible horror.  

Audiences of interactive performances relating to genocide and other forms of 

mass violence may, understandably, feel some unease. They may feel like they do not 

have stories to tell, that they don’t want to be put on the spot, or that they don’t want to 

feel captive to another’s testimony, especially if it calls up feelings of distress. Steven 

High, Canada Research Chair in Public History and the primary applicant for the Life 

Stories project, recalls a conversation we had on ethics after a performance of the LHE at 

the 2009 International Life Stories Day; he writes,  

I remember raising the issues of consent (I wondered how we might more 
effectively tell the audience at the outset that there is no obligation to share 
something personal) and withdrawal (could there be an intermission mid-way 
through the session to allow participants to escape if need be).  
 

We have intentionally tried to weave in these opportunities for consent and permission to 

withdraw in each performance and understand it to be a part of good ethical practice. 

However, LHE has also reflected on the fact that those who live these realities do not 

have the option of “escaping” and that the point of this project has been to archive these 

stories. What is the point of digging up stories of suffering if no one can bear to hear 

them? I don’t think it is surprising that our most consistent piece of feedback when we 

have performed for Life Stories researchers is a caution against emotion as well as 

suggestions for how emotions might be better attended to, titrated, or managed. This 

feedback sometimes seems to suggest that the presence of emotion in the room itself is 

troubling, and that it belongs in the private space of therapy. I realize that this is not the 

perspective of the project as a whole, which, as High notes, has sought to avoid a 

“medicalized approach” because “it would only serve to de-humanize the interviewee, as 
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every silence or emotion would become a symptom of trauma.”  But these cautions have 

left me wondering if we are trying to archive these stories while simultaneously 

protecting ourselves from hearing them.  

These questions resurfaced many times over the course of our four years. They 

call to mind the work of Jerome Bruner, who has written about the health of a community 

as being related to its capacity to hold complex stories. I believe that these capacities 

begin to atrophy without communal spaces that challenge us to think and feel across 

social realities and perspectives while at the same time encouraging relationship. This 

feels especially important in a project that has set out to archive the stories of people who 

have experienced displacement and disconnection as a result of social and political 

failure. I also believe, and perhaps this is Boal’s influence, that we, together with our 

audiences, feel increasingly anxious if the perpetrators of the violence and oppression in 

these stories are not represented in some way. LHE member Catherine Dajczman has 

referred to this as finding “the shadow and the light” of every character and of each story 

told.  

During Responding to Haiti, the audience responded to anything but Haiti. 

Caroline Kunzle of Radio Works!, another Life Stories initiative, interviewed the 

audience members, who talked about the importance of grounding the performance in a 

historical context of harm against Haiti in order to keep the event focused on what 

happened. They also reflected on the necessity for spaces such as the one created through 

playback, which could, in the words of one audience member, “help our (Montreal) 

community move beyond paralysis.”5  

                                                
5 A full audio transcript of audience responses to this performance may be found on the Radio 
Works! page of the Montreal Life Stories website: www.lifestoriesmontreal.ca 
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This performance, among others, has prompted our ensemble to also wonder 

about how the art of our practice might make it easier or more tolerable to be present 

with suffering and anxiety when it is revealed in the stories of those gathered without 

moving to shore it up, change it, or avoid it. As psychologist and drama therapist David 

Read Johnson observed when he encountered the uneasy gaps in the narratives of war 

veterans, “theatre makes the absent present whereas trauma makes the present absent” 

(73). Breathable metaphors, when we are able to find them, permit a balance of visceral 

and intellectual engagement within ourselves and among our audiences in each encounter 

we create. Inspired by the work of Thomas Scheff, drama therapist Robert Landy has 

referred to this as “aesthetic distance,” which he defines as “a balance of affect and 

cognition wherein both feeling and reflection are available” (25). And, like Warren 

above, we have also found that the performance of oral histories involving deep suffering 

calls up the need to simply breath. Lately, my attention has been drawn to the transitions 

within and between the stories told during a performance and the need to leave time to 

respond rather than moving too quickly to the next story.  

To play or not to play? Do we enter the conversation or do we leave? Do we 

pretend “neutrality,” suppress our own memories, or reveal our imperfect, culturally 

situated, and affected selves? What feelings can we tolerate in the open air? Can beauty 

save us from the crippling effects of fear?  

A Bridge Towards Interstanding 

It was with such questions and experiences as these in mind that we began to 

evolve our aesthetic practice. We called what emerged the “Bridge.” In the Bridge, the 

actors reveal a moment from their own histories in relation to a story told by an audience 
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member through an aesthetic form that looks very much like a series of revolving doors. 

Standing with their backs towards the audience, one actor turns clockwise to begin their 

improvised telling. They are “cut-off” when another actor turns to begin their narrative. 

This is repeated until each actor has shared two or three segments of their story. They 

stand still with a poetic gesture. The musician provides five beats of a drum which 

facilitates the actors’ transition into a “fluid sculpture” (a collage of repeating phrases, 

sounds, and movements) that reflects aspects of the teller’s narrative.  

What emerges is often a surprise to the actors, the audience, and to the teller. It is 

an improvised and partial exchange of human experience cloaked within an aesthetic 

ritual. This aesthetic reflects the potential instability produced when interrupted by 

another’s impulses as well as a simultaneous yearning towards coherence felt by both the 

actors and the audience as they attempt to hold onto and make sense of the partial 

narratives that unfold. In effect, the Bridge creates a relationship between the audience 

and the actors that disrupts and extends both of these roles. 

In an editorial discussing the Life Stories project and our Ensemble’s work, 

Edward Little writes, 

Traditionally [in Playback Theatre], the performers work to shut down “self-
talk”—to put aside their personal responses to the stories told in order to 
concentrate on listening deeply to the story and playing it back “objectively”[...] 
[T]he [Bridge] demands a more complex approach to deep listening to both self 
and the other. It foregrounds the potential for both positive and negative 
implications proceeding from personal subject positions relating to bias, 
assumption, and judgement. The [Bridge] requires that each member of the 
ensemble attempt to meet the teller in the story rather than simply playing it 
back—to approach, in Greenspan’s words, becoming “partners in a 
conversation.”(7) 
 

Audiences have responded to the Bridge by saying that they felt “listened to,” that it 

“took (them) out of their own attachment to [their] experience for a moment,” that it 
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“dimensionalized” their experience and “showed other sides of the story,” and that they 

felt “more connected” to their own experiences and to us (the ensemble) “as people.” 

Given the gravitas of the project’s themes, it is easy to treat each story as a fragile 

artifact, untouchable in its sacredness. The Bridge has given LHE permission to cross the 

boundary between the private and public. It has invited us to come into presence with 

each other in our grief, laughter, shame, reluctance, denial, joy, and loss—creating, albeit 

imperfect, pathways towards what Warren (drawing from Taylor and Saarinen), has 

referred to as “interstanding.”  

 

Conducting the Conductor 

The Bridge has permitted a kind of freedom to acknowledge one’s self in relation 

to what is offered and to open up the conversation that takes place in a PT performance. 

In a recent performance held as part of the 2011 Commemoration of the Rwandan 

Genocide, we took it one step further. Rwandan LHE member Lisa was conducting a 

performance for an audience of friends, family, and community members. Often, the 

Conductor in Playback Theatre is seen as a benign and charismatic midwife, safely 

ushering stories onto the stage. Their authority is not questioned even though the 

Conductor’s questions, summaries, and prompts to the audience have a direct influence 

over what is told and heard over the course of a performance (Sajnani and Johnson). Lisa 

and I had met with Callixte Kabayiza, one of the organizers of the Rwandan working 

group of the Life Stories project, in preparation for this performance and had decided to 

focus our initial inquiry on their relationship to the theme of this year’s commemoration: 

Ma Parcours, Ma Memoire, Ma Responsabilité (my journey, my memory, my 
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responsibility).  

Lisa was quite transparent in her conducting. She explained that she loved her 

community and that she loved Playback and that she wanted the two to come together. At 

one point in the performance, the audience began to ask Lisa why she was so interested in 

bringing Playback into their community, why she was asking them to share their stories 

in this way. I was standing among my fellow playback actors and the glances passed 

between us all seemed to suggest the same thing: we needed to ‘conduct the conductor’ 

and provide Lisa with an opportunity to reveal the hi(stories) that brought her to this 

moment6. I, perhaps in the position of the Conductor in this paper, asked Lisa to reflect 

on that moment:  

It was toward the end of the performance, my brother said something about how 
things were running together in his head. How he knew someone who did not like 
to say his loved ones’ names for fear of forgetting even one, and also how we 
needed each other as a community to be together in trying times. He was referring 
to the week long ritual in which we usually honor our dead and I thought maybe 
he was comparing this to the mass graves and the times where people did not 
know any details of how their loved ones died, where people were unable to have 
closure or mourn. He spoke of how important it was to be together. I heard his 
fear of actors getting the stories wrong. Instead of playing back the teller’s risk, as 
we had done before during the performance, I asked him if he would allow me to 
experiment. He grudgingly allowed this. My intention was to show him that even 
when we get a story wrong in playback theatre, we can go back and address it. His 
was to indicate boundaries. I did not see them and after a while he expressed very 
clearly that he had indicated I should stop and I apologized, explaining that in my 
eagerness to share this form I did not see the boundary. 
  
That was when I felt Nisha tap me on the shoulder saying that the ensemble had 
consulted and thought that it might be a good time for them to conduct me so that 
we could all see what I was filled up with and what was driving me. I felt 
sheepish and saw my brother’s heartfelt sigh of satisfaction (finally!! Thank you) 
and the expectant eyes in the audience. It seemed only fair. Surprisingly, what 
came out was the whole story beginning in 1990. How I had first experienced 
Rwanda as a young adult. How I had understood then what a refugee camp was 
about. How I had tried to reconcile the fact that my grandparents and extended 
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family lived there. That a whole generation of people my age had pledged to take 
arms for the right to return to Rwanda. How scared I was of the consequences. 
How impossible to condone continued refugee status. How difficult the 
irreconcilable differences were to bear. I told of how the war began and so many 
cousins and brothers went to fight. I told of the genocide four years later, the 
wordless overwhelming senselessness, to this day. I said that I believed that we 
were made of these stories, that we carry them everywhere we go, that they 
inform what we tell our children, whether we have any, and the families we make. 
I spoke of my own need to see and hear and name in the face of what is often 
unsaid. I spoke of the larger life stories project and how I now knew so much 
more about my own history, and so much more about what was unique to our 
story and what we shared with other wounded communities. And I said that 
playback helped in that way in showing, making seen the invisible, allowing us to 
name, allowing agency in some cases, closure in others, alternatives in others.  
 
Lisa emphasizes the importance of examining the stories we live by because they 

have such influence over our choices. However, she also highlights the element of 

surprise that comes with the telling. When someone chooses to give an account of their 

history, they do not necessarily know what will emerge or how it will affect them. Even 

the most nuanced life histories always involve, in the words of Homi Bhabha (1990), 

“ambivalent narration” (171), wherein language simultaneously contains and shuts out 

possible meanings, and therefore reveals itself in medias res.  

Lisa’s reflection continues: 

I chose Lucy to play me because of her gift with metaphor, her fearlessness and 
the care she takes to stay close to the story. When Nisha asked me to cast others in 
the story I realized how difficult the exercise is when one does not hold a vision 
of it all. I did not know what I wanted to see or that I necessarily wanted to see 
anything. It was very emotional. I had not been aware that I had been carrying all 
these stories. I had simply responded to the conductor’s question of what was 
driving me to be there in that moment with everyone else, and in a way I felt that I 
was completely exposed, that there was nothing else left of me.  
 
I can see the necessity of filming our performances because on the spot I did not 
see the play the others offered except in flashes. Looking at the tape, exceptional 
gifts were offered to me. You know that when you playback a word you can see a 
color and when you play back a silence there is a story. All through the 
performance members of the audiences reflected on the process. They said that 
much depended on the safety of the container, that this was a tentative process, 
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that there might be something important to explore also for children, that the form 
allowed for engaging with the story on another level, that art as a medium was 
sublime. 
 
The performance of oral history, when given a suitable “container,” renders life 

stories affective, sensual, and generative. The archive affords an opportunity to revisit 

one’s story with distance and yields further insights. In Lisa’s account, this was 

especially important to restoring the details and significance of the improvisation given 

how emotional she felt during the telling.  

 

Geographies of Desire 

Jonathan Fox describes Playback Theatre as “a ritual for our times.” It is a space set 

apart where we can live our histories ‘ensemble’ (together) in ways that permit 

perspective, affect, and relationship. In the context of the Life Stories project, LHE has 

attempted to create a living, relational, archive of social memory. In many ways, the 

ensemble itself is that archive, as we have become the story carriers from several 

communities. Each encounter has informed the next and has returned something to our 

understanding, embodiment, and narration of our own histories. LHE member Lucy says 

it best here:  

Lucy: I am Chinese-Canadian. My parents were refugees after the Vietnam war. 
My life was filled with silences. I always think about why I do Playback. For me, 
being part of this project and hearing peoples’ stories of deep suffering is like 
listening to the stories I did not hear. This came to me when we were sitting with 
the Cambodian community and there were grandparents, parents, and children—
there were people of my generation telling their stories to each other … and they 
filled these silences that I had.  

 

I will conclude this red thread with its frayed “ends”—bifurcations that mark the 

beginnings of our current explorations. We have begun to take notice of the similarities 
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and differences across the stories we have heard in each community. During one our 

recent post-performance debriefs, we wondered if these differences in themes, 

preoccupations, silences, and feelings were related to the length of time that had passed 

since the experiences of mass violence that each community had faced.  

These spoken and silent spaces in the stories we hear and do not hear create a kind 

of map. In addition to “factual” details such as dates, places, ages, and physical scars, 

these stories reveal an emotional geography—an internal landscape marked by 

contradicting fears, desires, choices, and the absence of choices. Each gest offered in 

response carries infinite possibilities and simultaneously locates and dislocates itself from 

this cartography. As Della Pollack has observed, “the body in action makes history 

answer to the contingencies and particularities […] it performs its difference in and from 

history and so articulates history as difference” (4).  

This has led me to wonder about improvisation. With all that appears to be at 

stake, why improvise? To respond to each story with a play of claims made in the 

moment certainly carries risks—many of which I’ve discussed in this paper. Yet, while it 

forgoes the premeditated architecture of other forms of biographical theatre, such as 

verbatim or documentary theatre, it certainly approximates the unpredictable, liminal, and 

relational process of oral history. Our practice also seems to shrink the distance between 

researchers, actors, and audiences in ways that make our interdependence and 

accountability to each other palpable. There is no escaping to the anteroom to prepare a 

careful monologue. We are all taking some kind of risk in being together, in attempting to 

be responsive to one another in the moment, and this can be rewarding. As Lisa put it, 

“When we are together I feel unafraid.”  
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